**School-wide Data Team Meeting  Sept. 16, 2016**

**Agenda:**
1. Review School Improvement Plan 2012-2015
2. Discuss changes that need to be made to the Forest Elementary School Improvement Plan for 2015-2018.
3. Assign members tasks to update

**Meeting:**
In attendance – Tom Hunt, Heather Mazzone, Jason Heffernan, Maria Burton, Noreen Kipness, & Ritamarie Bouchard

1. Reviewed previous School Improvement Plan 2012-2015
2. CSDE Online reporting
   - Looked at the 2015-2016 data for Math & ELA at the “school as a whole” percentages for G3 & G4 – Levels # & 4
   - Looked at the 2016-2017 data for Math & ELA “Claims” percentages for G3 & G4 – at/near
   - Tom will provide Next Generation Accountability data
   - Tom will provide all target strategies & responsibilities for goal #3 School Climate
   - Jason will provide a Math SBAC total percentage for the school plus percentages for the three claims: Concepts & Procedures, Problem Solving & Modeling & Data Analysis, Communicating Reasoning for grades 3 & 4
   - Jason will provide the Universal Screens being used for Math
   - Jason will revise/compose Strategies/Adult Actions for Math
   - Heather will provide an ELA SBAC total percentage for the school plus the percentages for the three claims: Reading, Listening, Writing & Research/Inquiry for grades 3 & 4
   - Heather will provide the Universal Screens being used for ELA
   - Heather/Ritamarie will revise/compose Strategies/Adult Actions for ELA
   - Maria will provide the %’s of ELL students for math & ELA plus strategies being used
   - Noreen will provide the %’s of Special Education students for math & ELA plus strategies being used.